FAX REPLY

fax – order - advertising
Dr. Sommer Werkstofftechnik GmbH
THE HEAT TREATMENT MARKET
"Who is who in Heat Treatment"
Mrs Gabriela Sommer
fax:
+49-2835-9606-60
phone:
+49-2835-9606-0

THE HEAT TREATMENT MARKET MIRROR
with categorized advertising is published each April (deadline 31. 3.)
and October (deadline 15. 9.)
company:

e-mail:

street:

homepage:

postal code/city:

certified according:

phone:

contact person:

fax:

contact person:

 company entry in branch
industrial furnace
 equipment

 heading

 furnaces for aluminium
heat treatment
 plant layout
 burners, jet pipe burners
 batch furnaces
 through type furnace
 flame hardening systems
 second hand machinery
 annealing furnaces
 maintenance engineering
 nitriding furnaces

company entry in branch
 suppliers

 heading

 quenching systems
 quenchants
 ammonia
 picture archiving systems
 loading equipment
 annealing muffle
 hardness tester
 heating elements
 isolation materials
 cooling systems

 hardening presses

 measuring and controlling
instruments

 induction machines

 metallographic devices

 laboratory furnaces

 microscopes

 laser beam hardening systems

 retorts

 measuring and
controlling equipment

 salt bath crucible

 plasma furnaces

 oxygen probes

 PVD- CVD- plants
 salt bath furnaces
 protect. atmosphere generators
 controlled-atmosph. furnaces
 temp. measuring instruments
 vacuum furnaces
 hardening furnaces with
protective atmosphere

 salts
 prot. atmosph. application
 protective gas equipment
 protective gases
 tenifer crucible
 thermocouples
 heat exchanger
 burners, jet pipe burners

 company entry in branch
contract
 heat treatment

 heading

 service & consultation

 heading

 aluminium
heat treatment

 chem. analyses

 austempering

 internal quality audits

 boriding

 calibration of material
testing machines

 bronzing
 CVD/PVD coating
 case hardening

 process consultations

 calibration
of thermocouples

 low pressure
carburizing

quality system consultation

 flame hardening

 maintenance engineering
of furnaces

 slide grinding

 material investigation

 annealing
 induction hardening
 laser beam hardening

Please mark your
entry requests

 brazing

costs:

 nitriding

company entry in the first branch

 nitrocarburising

per line
9,00 E
per heading entry 9,00 E
 additional company logo*
lump sum 27,50 E

 oxidising
 bonderizing
 plasma heat treatment
 QPQ
 straightening
 salt bath heat treatment
 mechanical finishing
 cryogenic treatment
 vacuum hardening

hardening furnaces without
protective atmosphere

 hardening and tempering
without protective atmosphere

 fluidised bed furnaces

 hardening and tempering
in protective atmosphere

date, signature

 company entry in branch

company entry in each additional branch
per line
4,50 E
per heading entry 9,00 E
 additional company logo*
lump sum 13,75 E
*Your letter head or a file in the .tif or
.jpg format at 300dpi resolution can
serve as an original.

